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SUMMARY

Species diversity can vary dramatically across lineages due to differences in speci-
ation and extinction rates. Here, we explore the effects of several plant traits on
diversification, finding that most traits have opposing effects on diversification.
For example, outcrossing may increase the efficacy of selection and adaptation
but also decrease mate availability, two processes with contrasting effects on
lineage persistence. Such opposing trait effects can manifest as differences in
diversification rates that depend on ecological context, spatiotemporal scale,
and associations with other traits. The complexity of pathways linking traits to
diversification suggests that the mechanistic underpinnings behind their correla-
tions may be difficult to interpret with any certainty, and context dependence
means that the effects of specific traits on diversification are likely to differ across
multiple lineages and timescales. This calls for taxonomically and context-
controlled approaches to studies that correlate traits and diversification.
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INTRODUCTION

Unevenness in diversification rates is a striking feature across the Tree of Life, with sister clades often

differing enormously in their diversity.1,2 Why this should be is an abiding question of evolutionary

biology.3–5 Neutral processes of lineage splitting and extinction can account for some variation in inter-

clade diversity.6–8 But because many phylogenies are more uneven than predicted by these neutral

processes,9–13 non-random macro-evolutionary processes are still frequently invoked (reviewed in ref.14)

as the cause of this additional variation. By accelerating speciation rates or by reducing extinction rates,

the evolution of phenotypic ‘‘key innovations’’ may increase diversification beyond the background rates

of neutral processes.15–18 In this context, reproductive traits may be particularly important, given their cen-

tral role in regulating gene flow, demographic persistence, and the maintenance of genetic diversity within

populations—all of which are expected to affect diversification rates. For instance, the convergent origin of

zygomorphy19–21 or the possession of floral spurs22,23 provides well-studied illustrations of apparent key

innovations by plants, with positive effects on diversification. On the other hand, some traits might slow

speciation or accelerate extinction. For instance, the evolution of wind pollination might slow down speci-

ation rates if it maintains more inter-population gene flow.24,25 The general characterization of traits

according to whether they positively or negatively affect diversification rates thus remains a key goal of

studies relating to organismal diversity,5 but there is little evidence to suggest that any particular traits

have consistent effects on diversification.14

Variation in how phenotypic traits affect diversification may be complex for at least two reasons. First, a

particular trait might directly affect diversification in different ways; in some instances increasing diversifi-

cation and in other instances decreasing it. The contrast between selfing and self-incompatibility provides

a revealing illustration of this duality. Transitions toward self-fertilization constitute the most frequent

evolutionary transition known to have taken place in angiosperms.26 But as a general strategy, selfing

may lead to an evolutionary dead-end27–30 because genetic drift and reduced effective recombination

rates permit the accumulation of weakly deleterious mutations and a reduced capacity to adapt to environ-

mental change.30,31 At the same time, populations of selfing species tend to be more divergent, likely due

to their smaller effective sizes and lower rates of pollenmovement among them,30,32,33 and this reduction in

gene flow may have a positive effect on speciation rates. In a study that appears to support both of these
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expectations simultaneously, Goldberg et al.34 raised the possibility that transitions from self-incompatibil-

ity (SI) to self-compatibility (SC) might act in opposite directions on the two components of diversification,

with extinction coming to dominate over speciation.

Secondly, a focal trait might affect diversification through indirect associations with other traits (e.g.35).

Thus, the effects of traits on diversification may be driven more strongly by the associations between suites

of traits than by any single trait in isolation. The SI/SC comparison also offers a good example of possible

associations with other traits, such as lifespan,36 dispersal and colonization ability,37 or ploidy levels,35 all of

which potentially affect diversification in opposite or synergistic ways.

Because diversification is the net effect of speciation and extinction, different environmental or ecological

conditions and potential associations with other traits can alter their relative importance, leading to

context-dependent effects of traits on diversification. Previous studies have suggested the importance

of context-dependent trait effects on diversification (e.g.8,38–40). However, in this perspective piece, we

aim to identify and break down some of the mechanisms and reasons behind context-dependent trait ef-

fects on diversification. In doing so, we show that context dependence is frequently expected because

most phenotypic traits appear to impact multiple processes, often with different and even opposing effects

on diversification.41 We also show that context dependence is likely associated with most traits and that it is

unsurprising that comparative analyses often fail to reveal consistent effects of traits on diversification.40

We conclude that the complex, interactive effects between traits and ecology necessitate careful, hypoth-

esis-driven approaches, which explicitly include ecological context when studying trait-associated diversi-

fication. The conceptual framework outlined in this paper provides a useful starting point to develop pre-

dictions for such studies.
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OPPOSING EFFECTS ON DIVERSIFICATION ARE WIDESPREAD

To illustrate the complex ways in which traits may affect diversification, we identify four broad conse-

quences of ecology and evolution which affect the process of diversification in Figure 1: ‘‘Divergence’’

and ‘‘reproductive isolation’’ may often affect the probability of speciation, while ‘‘demographic buffering’’

and ‘‘evolutionary buffering’’ may affect a population’s persistence (see definitions in the glossary, Box S1).

We refer to these as the four broad mechanisms that influence diversification rates. We then consider 13

commonly studied life history and reproductive traits and synthesize how they could affect diversification.

Based on interpretation of theoretical and conceptual literature, we identified the possible ecological and

evolutionary mechanisms by which a trait can affect the processes contributing speciation and persistence.

We thus obtained a general conceptual framework summarized in Table 1 (a condensed version of

Table S1).

The table strikingly illustrates the potential for traits to affect diversification in opposing ways. This could

occur because the same trait may have opposing effects on the broad mechanisms influencing diversifica-

tion, depicted with both ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ arrows in Table 1. A trait may also have opposing effects on

diversification because its effect on a particular mechanism varies with context (also depicted with ‘‘up’’

and ‘‘down’’ arrows in Table 1).

As an example, the multiple and complex effects of selfing presented in the introduction are graphically

presented in more detail in Figure 2 (also see Table 1). In addition, the contrast between dioecy and her-

maphroditism provides another revealing illustration of these opposing effects. Theory suggests that the

evolution of dioecy from hermaphroditism may have both negative and positive effects on components of

diversification. On the one hand, the obligate outcrossing that is associated with dioecy may increase the

scope for sexual selection, the efficacy of selection, and consequently the probability of adaptive popula-

tion divergence and the build-up of reproductive incompatibility.42 However, dioecy is also often associ-

ated with generalist pollinators or wind pollination,43 which, in contrast may reduce divergence and repro-

ductive isolation.32 Dioecy may also have opposing effects on persistence, exposing dioecious populations

to greater extinction risk.44 For instance, dioecious populations may be more prone to extinction because

they lack the benefits of reproductive assurance via selfing,45 or because sexual selection may lead to polli-

nator failure if pollinators preferentially visit the larger male floral displays.46 In contrast, dioecy and asso-

ciated outcrossing may have a longer term evolutionary effect by promoting adaptation to changing envi-

ronments.47 Given the opposing effects that dioecy may have on diversification, we may either expect

dioecy to have no general effects on diversification, or we may expect conflicting results across studies
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Figure 1. How plant traits and the environment affect diversification through speciation and persistence

Diversification rates are positively affected by high rates of speciation and population persistence. Speciation is

influenced by the probability of population divergence and the formation of reproductive isolation barriers. Population

persistence is influenced by its short-term ability to respond to ecological or demographic challenges (demographic

buffering) and its long-term robustness and ability to adapt to changing environmental conditions (evolutionary

buffering). This study is primarily concerned with the theoretical effects that plant traits are likely to have on these four

mechanisms under different ecological contexts. See glossary (Box S1) for terminology used in this figure.
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due to context dependence. In fact, we find evidence for both of these scenarios: while Käfer et al.48 found

moderately positive effects of dioecy on diversification rates, Sabath et al.49 found no general effect of

dioecy on diversification, but rather that dioecy could have positive effects on the diversification rates of

some genera and negative effects on others.

Overall, we found potential opposing effects for all examined traits. No traits were predicted to have

consistent positive or negative effects on both speciation and persistence under all or almost all conditions

(Tables 1 and S1), in agreement with a review of state-dependent speciation and extinction analyses across

angiosperms.14 Some previous studies in angiosperms and animals have also suggested opposing effects

of traits, where traits that drive high speciation rates are also expected to result in high extinction rates (so

low persistence),50,51 leading to the assumption that speciation and extinction go hand-in-hand.15,50 How-

ever, we suggest that even if a trait can theoretically increase extinction and speciation rates, its ultimate

effects on diversification should be determined by ecological context. For example, in certain contexts, the

positive effects on speciation may outweigh its negative effects, but this may be reversed in other ecolog-

ical contexts. We expect that this should give rise to variability in the associations of traits with speciation,

extinction, and diversification (as demonstrated by Greenberg and Mooers50 where extinction probability

was only associated with diversification rates for amphibians but not other tetrapods).
ASYMMETRICAL AND CONTEXT-DEPENDENT EFFECTS ON DIVERSIFICATION

While the opposing effects of traits on diversification may not always cancel one another out, context is

likely to dictate the circumstances under which one effect dominates the other. Ho and Agrawal52 pre-

dicted that these canceling effects could generate an interesting temporal pattern in the case of self-

compatibility and its effect on diversification. This prediction was subsequently supported empirically in

the Onagraceae by Freyman and Höhna,53 who found that while self-compatibility appeared to increase

speciation rates in the short term (so that it had positive effects on diversification), the speciation rate of

self-compatible lineages declined in the longer term, so that net diversification rates were lower than for

self-incompatible lineages.
iScience 26, 106362, April 21, 2023 3



Table 1. Summarizing different effects of plant traits on divergence, reproductive isolation, demographic buffering, and evolutionary buffering

Effects on: SPECIATION SPECIATION PERSISTENCE PERSISTENCE

Trait Divergence Reproductive isolation Demographic buffering Evolutionary buffering

Autogamy

Low gene flow, low

recombination, and high

drift increase divergence.

But low selection efficacy,

low sexual and genomic

conflicts decrease

divergence.

Low gene flow, low

recombination, and high

drift allow accumulation of

incompatibilities.

But low selection efficacy,

low sexual and genomic

conflicts reduce

accumulation of

incompatibilities.

Uniparental reproduction

allows reproductive

assurance, better

colonizing ability,

and bigger range size.

Low genetic variation and

high load reduce adaptive

potential in changing

environments.

Self-compatibility

Increased probability of

selfing leads to the same

predictions as autogamy.

Increased probability of

selfing leads to the same

predictions as autogamy.

Increased mate availability

allows reproductive

assurance, better

colonizing ability, and

bigger range size.

Increased probability of

selfing leads to negative

long-term consequences

(see autogamy).

Dioecy

Obligate outcrossing, with

potential exacerbated

sexual conflicts, leads to

the opposite predictions to

autogamy.

Obligate outcrossing, with

potential exacerbated

sexual conflicts, leads to

the opposite predictions to

autogamy.

Sexual dimorphism can

bias pollinator visits toward

males and reduce

fertilization success.

Seed production by

females only reduces

colonizing ability (seed

shadow handicap).

Obligate outcrossing

increases adaptive

potential in changing

environments.

Biotic pollination /

More specialized

pollination (compared to

abiotic pollination) favors

shifts between pollinators

and increases adaptive

divergence.

More specialized

pollination (compared to

abiotic pollination) favors

shifts between pollinators

and increases reproductive

isolation.

More specialized

pollination increases

pollination efficiency but

can also increase the risk of

pollinator failure.

Zygomorphy /

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Effects on: SPECIATION SPECIATION PERSISTENCE PERSISTENCE

Trait Divergence Reproductive isolation Demographic buffering Evolutionary buffering

More specialized

pollination (compared

actinomorphy) favors

shifts between pollinators

and increases adaptive

divergence.

More specialized

pollination (compared to

actinomorphy) favors

shifts between pollinators

and increases reproductive

isolation.

More specialized

pollination increases

pollination efficiency but

can also increase the risk of

pollinator failure

Large display size

Better pollinator attraction

increases outcrossing.

But many flowers increase

geitonogamous selfing.

See variable divergence

consequences for self-

compatibility.

Better pollinator attraction

increases outcrossing.

But many flowers increase

geitonogamous selfing.

See variable reproductive

isolation consequences for

self-compatibility.

Better pollinator attraction

increases fertilization

success.

Evolutionary buffering

depends on whether

outcrossing or selfing is

favored.

Short life span /

More events per unit time

(recombination, mutation,

drift, .) speed up

divergence

Rapid population recovery

but higher demographic

stochasticity.

Faster adaptation (in unit

time) to changing

environments.

Small size

Reduced dispersal ability

decreases colonizing

ability across divergence

selection mosaic but also

favors local adaptation.

Alternatively,

environmental

heterogeneity and

selection mosaics can be

experienced at finer scales.

Reduced dispersal ability

reduces gene flow and

increases reproductive

isolation.

Large local population

sizes but lower competitive

and dispersal abilities.

Large local population

sizes increase adaptive

potential in changing

environments.

Biotic dispersal /

More long-distance

dispersal increases

colonizing ability across

divergent selection

mosaics. However,

gene flow between sites

can also reduce

divergence.

More long-distance

dispersal favors gene flow

and reduces reproductive

isolation.

More long-distance

dispersal increases

colonizing ability.

But more risk of dispersal

failure leads to stochastic

reproductive output.

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Effects on: SPECIATION SPECIATION PERSISTENCE PERSISTENCE

Trait Divergence Reproductive isolation Demographic buffering Evolutionary buffering

Small seed size /

More long-distance

dispersal increases

colonizing ability, which

can increase divergence

across different habitats.

But gene flow can also

reduce divergence.

More long-distance

dispersal increases

colonizing ability, which

can lead to geographically

isolated populations. But,

it also generates gene flow,

which can reduce

reproductive isolation.

More seeds produced and

more long-distance

dispersal increase

colonization ability.

Smaller seed size can

decrease competitive

ability.

Vegetative reproduction /

Less efficient selection

under clonality reduces

divergence. Uniparental

reproduction allows distant

colonization across

divergent selection

mosaic, which increases

divergence.

Uniparental reproduction

allows reproductive

assurance, better

colonizing ability, and

bigger range size.

Less efficient selection

under clonality reduces

adaptive potential in

changing environments.

Seed dormancy /

Generation overlap

increases generation time,

so decreases divergence.

Long-lived seed bank

buffers against stochastic

conditions.

Generation overlap

maintains genetic

variation,

and high adaptive

potential

but slower adaptation per

unit time.

Polyploidy

Gene redundancy allows

evolution of new functions

and facilitates divergence.

Divergent resolution of

gene redundancy leads to

post-zygotic

incompatibilities.

Instability in meiosis and

minority cytotype

disadvantage leads to

mating difficulties

Gene redundancy buffers

deleterious mutations and

allows evolution of new

functions, which increases

adaptive potential in

changing environments.

‘‘Up’’ arrows indicate expectations of increased diversification, and ‘‘down’’ arrows indicate expectations of reduced diversification associated with a trait. Both

‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ arrows indicate that a trait has variable effects on diversification. Most traits have mixtures of ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ arrows, suggesting inconsistent

trait effects on all four factors key to speciation and population persistence. ‘‘/’’ symbols indicate fields where we were not able to think of direct trait effects. See

Table S1 for more detailed reasoning and references.
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It is possible that traitswith consistent directional effects on speciationorpersistencewill have clearer effects on

diversification than traits that have inconsistent or opposing effects on speciation or persistence alone. Zygo-

morphy,bioticpollination, short lifespan, andpolyploidywouldappear tobe four such traits (seeTable1):When

speciation or persistence is considered alone, these traits do not appear to have conflicting outcomes on
6 iScience 26, 106362, April 21, 2023



Figure 2. Complex and opposing effects of selfing on speciation and persistence

Selfing may have positive or negative effects on the four processes (orange) linked to speciation and persistence (positive

associations in red and negative associations in blue). For example, selfing decreases reproductive isolation and

divergence through its negative effects on sexual and genomic conflicts. However, selfing also reduces gene flow which is

likely to increase both reproductive isolation and divergence. Selfing may also reduce selection through drift and low

effective recombination. Selfing also has discordant effects on persistence: Its effects on evolutionary buffering are

consistently negative but its effects on demographic buffering are consistently positive. These conflicts make the ultimate

effect of selfing on diversification unpredictable and possibly influenced by environmental context.
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diversification. Instead, the conflicts only become evident when trait effects on speciation and persistence are

considered simultaneously. If we consider zygomorphy, it is clear that it should always promote speciation

because of greater pollinator specialization54,55 or because it allows more precise manipulation of pollinator

position andbehavior in the flower.54,56 But at the same time, pollinator specialization (a frequent consequence

of zygomorphy) may increase the risk of extinction through pollinator failure57 (Table 1). Importantly, the pos-

itive effect of zygomorphy on speciation through its effects on divergence and reproductive isolation54,56 may

be stronger in stable environments (where pollinator failure is unlikely) than its negative effect on persistence.

Consequently, we might expect a greater proliferation of zygomorphic species in the environmentally stable

wet tropics. In contrast, less-stable conditions may result in persistence being a more important diversification

generator than speciation, perhaps leading to a greater prevalence of pollinator generalism and actinomorphy

in higher latitudes. This example suggests that theeffects of traits like zygomorphymaybehighly predictable in

certain ecological conditions butmaybemuch less predictable if environmental context is not considered. Fail-

ure to takeenvironmental context into account (e.g., by analyzing largedatasetswithinwhich the implicationsof

specialization vary strongly among clades and environmental conditions) risks obscuring important associa-

tions.Despite this risk, some taxonomically diverse analyses (e.g.58) have foundoverall effects ondiversification

for some traits, notably for zygomorphy, but also for biotic pollination and annuality. Tantalizingly, these are all

traits with consistent effects on either speciation or persistence (Table 1), although it is also possible that, with

further study, traits which appear to have consistent effects on diversification may turn out to have inconsistent

effects.
TRAIT CORRELATIONS AND THEIR OPPOSING EFFECTS

Failure to find straightforward effects of traits on diversificationmay also be influenced by their associations

with other traits8 that, themselves, may either promote or reduce diversification in different contexts. In

some cases, a trait may only have a positive effect on diversification when it is associated with another spe-

cific trait. For example, vertebrate dispersal is thought to increase diversification in woody plants, but not

herbaceous plants.8,59 Many traits are also highly inter-correlated due to life history trade-offs, or because

of allometric associations (such as between plant size and lifespan60). Consequently, associated traits may
iScience 26, 106362, April 21, 2023 7
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have indirect, opposing effects on diversification. For instance, self-fertilization is associated with an annual

life history, so that a greater speciation rate in selfing plants might be ultimately attributable to short

generation times,61,62 or because small size could allow plants to diversify into more niches, especially

under extreme conditions.61 At the same time, however, small size could also be associated with lower

competitive and persistence abilities in mature communities,63 leading to lower diversification.

Trait combinations may also be adaptive and conceivably evolve in individuals because one trait may off-

set the negative effects of another trait. For example, specialized pollination systems may have positive ef-

fects on gene flow,2 but they may also increase the risk of pollination failure. Consequently, the evolution of

specialization may be facilitated when individuals possess traits with the ability to buffer the effects of sto-

chastic pollinator failure (see64), such as delayed selfing (e.g.65) or cleistogamy (e.g.66), long lifespans or

long-lived seed banks. Thus, complementary plant traits may evolve as syndrome associations.

Associations and correlations between traits may contribute to the typically weak associations between

traits and diversification,14 but they also reduce the interpretability of results from phylogenetic compara-

tive studies.67 Poor understanding of how, why, and when traits are correlated,68 exacerbates the cause-

and-effect traps of phylogenetic comparative studies. While this may not render such studies useless, it

does call for very cautious interpretations of associations, a priori hypothesis building based on theoretical

links between traits and diversification, as well as experimental studies to support the findings. In this

regard, Nurk et al.69 provide a useful analytical framework termed the ‘‘evolutionary arena’’ where they

envisage diversification through the interactions between the biotic environment, the abiotic environment,

and clade-specific traits.
IMPLICATIONS FOR MACROEVOLUTION ANALYSIS

It is clear that the evolutionary mechanisms linking traits and diversification rates are complex. Recognition

of this complexity is important for designing comparative approaches, choosing appropriate clades for

analysis, formulating realistic hypotheses, and for the interpretation of correlative diversification studies.70

Below, we summarize four important points.

� Opposing effects of traits on diversification appear to be widespread and this is expected to result in

widespread context dependence. This underpins the need to explicitly include environmental and

ecological context into our analyses71 instead of asking more simple questions such as which traits

increase or decrease diversification in general. More specifically, this would entail statistical tests of

the interactive effects between traits and the environment on diversification.

� Trait effects on diversification also need to be considered in the context of associated traits and their

indirect effects on diversification, especially since such trait correlations are likely to reduce the

certainty of cause-and-effect inferences. Consequently, research should be strongly directed by

theory and a priori hypotheses, as proposed in Table 1.

� Most traits appear to affect diversification through multiple mechanisms; however, theoretical

studies usually consider the effects of traits on diversification through just one or two mechanisms

(e.g. the effects of selfing on the efficacy of selection). Thus, the results of single theoretical studies

are limited in their ability to make general predictions of how traits affect diversification.

� Associations between traits and diversification rates offer a glimpse into evolution’s mechanics

through a very particular and narrow lens (i.e. key innovations). But because of context dependence

and trait correlations, trait possession may not be strongly associated with the dramatic variation in

species richness observed among clades14 as is so often assumed (e.g.58). For instance, the traits

most important in the speciation process are often likely to be the ones that change most, not the

ones that are retained in diverse lineages. Greater understanding of how traits affect diversification

may be gleaned by using complementary approaches that combine field ecology and phylogeny to

mechanistically link traits with ecology, lineage splitting, reproductive isolation, and lineage termi-

nation.72 For example, by mapping trait change and ecological conditions onto phylogenies, one

can study trait lability71,73 and how different ecological conditions are associated with trait diver-

gence.74 Associative studies should be backed up by experimental studies. For example, Cossard

et al.75 studied evolutionary transitions from dioecy to hermaphroditism by manipulating sex ratios

in experimental plots, while field studies by Minnaar et al.76 were able to document how trait
8 iScience 26, 106362, April 21, 2023
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divergence affected pollen movement patterns and the formation of reproductive barriers. These

mechanistic approaches to studying traits and their effects on diversification should be strongly

embedded in the theory of how diversification occurs. For example, the process of ecological speci-

ation is mimicked through studies that examine firstly how exposure to different ecological niches

drives phenotypic diversification and secondly how that divergence in turn results in speciation by

reinforcing reproductive isolation and ultimately speciation,77,78 as predicted by the process of

ecological speciation.79

While we are not advocating that researchers stop using state-dependent speciation and extinction

models, we do think that they should be used with caution to uncover directional effects of traits on diver-

sification in context-dependent ways34 (also see80 for ecological studies). For example, multistate methods

can be used to explicitly parameterize context dependence or correlation between traits. Alternatively, the

use of hidden-state models may also be a useful way to assess the effects of unmeasured variables (e.g.

correlated traits or ecology) on diversification.81 Such unmeasured variables were found to be an underly-

ing cause82,83 behind the finding that birth-death models often support trait-dependent diversification,

irrespective of whether traits actually affect speciation or extinction. Consequently, Beaulieu et al.82 devel-

oped hidden-state models to address this issue and these have been further developed70 and

implemented.35

Our findings also support the calls for explicit hypothesis testing in comparative studies, and the tables

presented here provide a starting point for developing theoretical frameworks to underpin such hypothe-

ses. Höhna et al.84 (also see70) provide additional methods on how hypothesis testing could be made more

explicit, through the development of graphical modeling frameworks. These can be used to depict

relationships between traits, selective agents, and diversification as a first step to generate more explicit

a priori hypotheses. Similar ideas were utilized by Givnish et al.,85 who used well-developed a priori hypoth-

eses to distinguish direct from indirect effects of traits on diversification.

The findings of this paper may also provide insights into the appropriate scales for conducting comparative

analyses, which has become a polarizing debate, pitting the utility of small, focused analyses against the

utility of broad-scale analyses spanning the Tree of Life (e.g.86–88). Although there are many arguments

both for and against large- versus small-scale analyses (see86–88), our paper suggests that the mechanics

of traits and their effects on diversification are extremely complex. Consequently, associations with diver-

sification rates may be hard to interpret because of the complexity of linked factors affecting diversification,

and this is likely to be amplified with large analyses where context dependence is harder to take into

account. For example, in large analyses, conflicting effects of traits may often cancel one another out across

diverse samples, potentially hiding important context-dependent trends. Furthermore, large analyses lose

their ability to dissect out the mechanics leading to their results (also see89,90). The result is that large

analyses lose their ability to provide credible answers to the so called ‘‘big questions’’ that they purportedly

ask.88 Instead, we maintain that smaller analyses potentially offer a greater degree of analytical control and

the greater depth of understanding required for more robust interpretations of results. Choosing clades

with limited diversity in ecological or life history traits may reduce the complexity of interactions and inter-

woven confounding factors. We maintain that the usefulness of individual comparative studies may not be

their ability to answer broad questions (arguments above) but to investigate and compare the confluence

of factors that spark diversification in different clades and in different environmental conditions.39 In addi-

tion, controlled, small-scale analyses may be replicated across independent clades to answer broader

questions about the effects of traits on diversification.
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